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HERMANN
With our new Soccer Bear “Soccer King“ we want to ring in the
year 2006. Traditionally our new Teddy Bear catalogue is published
today – in the middle of the year. So we would also like to give 
you a little foretaste of what will come to you next year. By the way,

our Teddy Bear “Soccer King” is already the third Bear in our Soccer Bear series.
It follows both of our Soccer Bears from the years 1994 and 2002 and this third
Soccer Bear in the series is exceedingly charming for all Teddy Bear collectors.
But right now we are in the middle of the year 2005. Even though the hot summer
time temperatures outside makes it hard to imagine, the production of our Christ-

mas Bears has already commenced. We are all very busy in Coburg stuffing the
little arms and legs of our Christmas Ornaments with excelsior and we are glad

that one or other of our little friends will decorate your christmas tree at your
home this coming season.

All our HERMANN-Coburg Teddy Bears are completely manufactured
here by us in Germany. This gives you the certainty, that our Bears will

bring along with them a high degree of Social-Quality, when they arri-
ve at your home. The production of all our little darlings represents

the high standards of our German social laws.This contains first
but not least the prohibition of any kind of work by children –

only to name one sample. This means that our Teddy Bears
represent last and not least a high degree of social 

responsibility.
Every year in May, during the Neustadt Doll and Bear Festival, we open
the doors of our factory in Coburg for all people, who are interested 
in Teddy Bears. During this week in May you can see our Teddy Bear 
production at first hand and begin to understand the amount of work and

care that it takes to produce our Teddy Bears. Perhaps you would like to visit us in 2006? By the way, during our annual 
festival week we also make a series of special extraordinary editions that will wait for you, for example our Festival Bear‚, 
which is a very special annual published edition.
But less of May 2006, let’s return to today to introduce you our current Teddy Bear range for 2005. This year is characterized
by a multitude of events and jubilees. We think of Lord Nelson and the battle of Trafalgar 200 years ago. We honour Max
Hermann, the founder of our company, with a very special edition Bear, which shows you how our grandfather has lived and
worked for our HERMANN Teddy Bears. For Hans Christian Andersen and his 200th Birthday we have made an entire world
of fairy-tales. But the most outstanding event of the year 2005, which has moved the people around the world, was the nomi-
nation of Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger for Pope Benedict XVI. With huge joy we want to cite here some of the lines of the 
reply from the Vatican concerning our Pope Benedict XVI Teddy Bear:
(the letter is written in German language - here our translation into Englisch language)
“Dear Mrs. Dr. Hermann! The State Secretariate of the Holy Vatican confirms
friendly to you the receipt of your dear letter from May 9th of the year, with
which you have made Pope Benedict XVI. a present of one in a limited 
edition made Teddy Bear from your family company. ……  With pleasure
His Holiness reciprocates your well-meaning gesture with his prayer 
for peace and welfare for all people and nations. With his heart 
Pope Benedict XVI. requests for you, for your family and for the
employees of your company God’s rich blessing. From the Vatican,
May 27th, 2005.”

Coburg, in August 2005

Martin-J. Hermann Dr. Ursula Hermann

Soccer Bear “Soccer King”
Thrid in der HERMANN „Soccer Bear Series“
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

▲

2005

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

125 10-3

102 55-5

Max and Foxl
impersonation of the old Max

Hermann trade mark
„The Bear with the Running Dog“

limited to 1500 pieces – world-wide

▲
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Pontifex Maximus
Pope Benedict XVI

In memory of the 
nomination of

Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger
for Pope Benedict XVI

on April 19th 2005
Latin Edition

limited to 265 pieces
(Design beim Deutschen
Patent- und Markenamt

gesetzlich geschützt)

▲

190 64-4

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

190 67-5

Pope Benedict XVI
Special Edition 

in memory of the 
World Youth Day 
in Cologne 2005

with porcelain 
brooch

limited to 
265 pieses
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®

L’Etat c’est moi
1638 - 1715
The “Sun King” King Louis XIV
Second in the “Famous Royalty Series”
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

▲

196 02-8

MOHAIR

1759 – 1805
For the 200th Anniversary of

Friedrich von Schiller
with the poem

„Das Lied von der Glocke“
written in German language

by Friedrich von Schiller
limited to 500 pieces – 

world-wide

▲

192 59-4

MOHAIR

1812 - 1870
Charles Dickens

limited to
500 pieces – world-wide

▲

192 90-7

MOHAIR
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Bear Celebrities

195 15-1

190 47-7

Captain Hook
Third in the „Peter Pan Neverland Series“

limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

▼

David and Goliath
2-pieces Bear set
containing the both Bears
„David and Goliath“
Sixth in the HERMANN
„Biblical Series“
limited to 1000 pieces – world-wide

MOHAIR

▲

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

199 12-8

E = mc2

In memory of the
50th Anniversary
of Albert Einstein
The Brain
Special Anniversary
Edition 2005
Special Anniversary Edition
limited to 500 pieces
world-wide ▲
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On September 23rd 1955 – 50 years ago – Max Hermann passed
away. He handed down to all of us a good and well-known name, which was carried

from Sonneberg in Thuringia around the world. He started with a small Teddy Bear workshop and built
up a respected company. His last great decision, before he died, was, to lead his family to the western part of Germany
and his Teddy Bear into a good future. From this time on, the tradition of the old Max Hermann Teddy Bears has its home
in Coburg. Until today the spirit, the force and the courage of Max Hermann live on in our Teddy Bears. In memory of the
50th anniversary of our founder’s death, we introduce a Teddy Bear, which shows Max Hermann in the style that he lived
and worked.

“Old Hermann, the Bear Stuffer” tells a story from the first beginnings of the old Max Hermann Teddy Bears. It was the
time short after the First World War. Unemployment and misery was all around. As well as it could be done in those hard
years Max Hermann made Teddy Bears and sell them to big Sonneberg wholesalers, who then sent them overseas. The
proceeds for his Bears were small, but he always was paid immediately, when he delivered them.This helped him to buy
new material and to continue his work. Although the proceeds were so meagre, he always made his Teaddy Bears care-
fully. His huge knowledge about making good quality Teddy Bears helped him. Soon the reputation of Max Hermann spre-
ad to the buyers of big foreign department stores and they asked Max Hermann, if it would be possible to buy from him.

Max Hermann won one of his first large export orders – so the family history says – from a famous English departement
store company. To satisfy the demands for his Teddy Bears Max Hermann was forced to increase production and for 
this he needed working capital. It could last weeks until the payments would arrive from a foreign country. But it was a
chance, which Max Hermann didn’t want to let slip. Young and commercially inexperienced like Max Hermann was 
at that time, he put on his best suit – by the way it was the only suit which he possessed – to visit the local banks. He
wanted to cut a good figure, perhaps then he would succeed in finding a bank, from which he would get a loan. But all
over he get the same answer – without security no money. But Max Hermann couldn’t offer any security at those times
of the first beginning. He didn’t possess any worth mentioning assets, his entire possession was his knowledge about
making good Teddy Bears. Also in the 20 miles far away town of Coburg the bank manager of the Bavarian State Bank
didn’t raise Max Hermann’s hopes to get a credit without security.

Some weeks later – Max Hermann had already lost all hopes – there was a knock at the door of his little Teddy Bear
workshop in Sonneberg. A smartly dressed man in a business suit entered the room. It was the bank manager from
Coburg. Max Hermann was just stuffing some of his Bears. He had still his stuffing tool in his hand, when he went up to
the visiter. But the bank manager didn’t indicate Max Hermann, because Max Hermann was covered from head to foot
by excelsior. The bank manager looked around and asked Max Hermann, whether he could talk to the owner of this Bear
company. Max Hermann answered, that he himself would be Max Hermann. Now the bank manager became aware that
the man, who stood before him with his old working apron and wood wool dust powder in his hairs, was indead Max
Hermann, who had visited him weeks ago. The bank manager was so astonished about the working energy of Max
Hermann, that he called – so the family history says – in the same moment: “Mr. Hermann you will get the credit from
my bank, your working hands are security enough for me.”
This was the beginning of the first large heyday of the old Max Hermann Teddy Bears. And until today the excelsior 
stuffed mohair Teddy Bears, like Max Hermann had made them with his own hands in those early days of the beginning,
are remained the heart of the HERMANN-Coburg collection.

102 56-2
MOHAIR

Dedicated to the founder of
the HERMANN-Coburg Company

1955 - 2005
Old Hermann – the Bear Stuffer

Special Editon to the
50th Anniversary

of Max Hermann
1899 – 1955

limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

▲

®
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Max Hermann

201 06-7

275 11-2

Classic Max
In memory of the founder

of the HERMANN-Coburg Company 
Max Hermann

limited to 50 pieces – world-wide

▼

14th HERMANN Festivalbär ®
on the occasion of the
14th Neustadt Doll and Bear
Festival 2005
first in 2005 also available for
European foreign countries
European Edition
limited to 250 pieces
Rocking Black Bear
limited to 100 pieces
world-wide
Time-honoured
Classics
Teddy Bear 16443-0
limited to 99 pieces
world-wide
Classic HERMANN
Miniature Animals
1-time jointed
with movable head
Siam Cat and Tom Cat
limited to 500 pieces
each model
world-wide

MOHAIR

▲

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

144 82-1

Little Mohair Bear “Florian”
not jointed
available in three colours
light brown, cream and pink
not limited
Historical HERMANN Miniature Animals
not jointed
Cat with pink bow
not limited

▲

123 59-8

220 64-8

164 43-0

220 62-4

▲

▲

▲

®

275 10-5

275 12-9

220 01-3

▲
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▼

Joseph Haydn
with music “Toy Symphony“

by Joseph Haydn
with embroidered

sheet of music
with notes

from the “Toy Symphony”
made of felt

European Edition
limited to 500 pieces

▲

On the occasion of the marriage of
Prince Charles from England and Camilla Parker Bowles
on April 9th 2005
Charles and Camilla
limited to 250 pieces each modell – world-wide

▲

132 17-0
MOHAIR

143 22-0

MOHAIR

192 29-7

MOHAIR

132 16-3

“Don Giovanni“ Musical Bear
Nineth in the series of

“HERMANN Classic
Music Bears”

with music
“La ci darem la mane“

(give me your hand)
from the opera
“Don Giovanni“

by
Wolfgang Amadeus

Mozart
European Edition

limited to 500 pieces
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UK– Exclusives
®

1605 – 2005
For the 400th Anniversary of the
“Gunpowder Plot“ on 5th Nov.1605
and on the occasion of the
“Guy-Fawkes-Day”, which is
celebrated yearly by the youth of
England still today on the
5th of November with great
fireworks
Guy Fawkes Memorial Bear
limited to 400 pieces
UK-Exclusive ▼

1935 – 2005
In memory of the
land speed record of
Sir Malcolm Campbell with his
legandary racing car „Blue Bird“
with 301 miles per hour
70 years ago
Land Speed Record Bear
with blue little wood car as a symbol
for the legendary racing car „Blue Bird“
limited to 301 pieces – world-wide

▲

1805 – 2005
For the 200th Anniversary of Lord Nelson and in memory of

the battle of Trafalgar 200 years ago on 21st Oct.1805
Lord Nelson – Small Version

Small Version limited to 500 pieces – UK-Exclusive

▲

190 36-1

MOHAIR

190 30-9

MOHAIR

191 01-6MOHAIR
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MOHAIR

205 06-5

205 01-0

When fairy-tales become alive !
For the 200th birthday of Hans Christian Andersen:
Return to your childhood and follow us to a magic
world of fairy-tales. During the Andersen
jubilee year 2005 we will introduce
each month one of
the most beautiful
Hans Christian
Andersen
fairy-tales.

205 03-4 

“The Flying Trunk“
limited to 500 pieces
world-wide
▼

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

“The Swineherd“
limited to 500 pieces
world-wide

▲

205 08-9

“The Little
Mermaid“

limited to
500 pieces
world-wide

▲

Hans Christian
Andersen
limited to
500 pieces
world-wide

▲ “The Emperor’s
New Suit“

limited to
500 pieces
world-wide

▲

205 04-1

MOHAIR
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205 07-2 

MOHAIR

205 09-6

MOHAIR

205 02-7

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

205 05-8

205 10-2

“The Princess
and the Pea“
limited to 500 pieces
world-wide ▼

MOHAIR

“The Brave 
Tin Soldier“

limited to 500 pieces
world-wide

World of Fairy-Tales

“Little Tiny or Thumbelina“
limited to 500 pieces
world-wide

“The Little Match-Seller”
limited to 500 pieces

world-wide

“The Ugly Duckling“
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

▲
▲

▲ ▲
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MOHAIR

202 51-4

Tut-anch-Amun
Second in the series of „Friends around the World“

Teddy Bear in a wooden Sarcophagus
made according to motifs from the tomb of the Egyptian King Tut-anch-Amun

discovered in 1922
nominated for the TOBY™ Award 2005 „Industry’s Choice Winner“

limited to 1000 pieces – world-wide

®

®
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Lucky Irish Bear
limited to 250 pieces
world-wide

▼

1905 - 2005
For the 100th Birthday of Las Vegas
Lucky Las Vegas Bear
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

▲

▲

224 34-9

MOHAIR

202 21-7

MOHAIR

122 41-6

MOHAIR

Jolly Joker
with a jolly Teddy Bear Joker playing-card

limited to 500 pieces – world-wide
Fair-Edition 2005 – published for the
Nuremberg Toy Fair February 2005

Four little HERMANN Playing-Card Teddy Bears
complementary Fair-Set to the Jolly Joker Bear

Hearts Knave – Diamonds Queen
– Spades King – Clubs Ace

each with its personal Teddy Bear playing-card
Fair-Edition limited to

100 pieces each model – world-wide

Good Luck

106 71-3 106 74-4

106 72-0106 73-7

®
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202 74-3

203 23-8

Hare “Rudi Rübe” – “Rudi Rape“
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

202 73-6

”Poppy“ Bear
Fourth in the HERMANN ”Flower Bears Series“
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

▼

Artist Bears designed by “Kristina Dietzel“
“Pünktchen“ and “Anton“

limited to 100 pieces each model – world-wide

”Snow Drop“
Third in the HERMANN ”Flower Bears Series“

nominated for the Golden Teddy Award 2005
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

MOHAIR

203 20-7

MOHAIR

209 36-0

MOHAIR

209 35-3

▲

▲

Dinner for One
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

▲
▲
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Lovely Bears
®

MOHAIR

206 41-3

Fancy 2 Bear
Second in the HERMANN „Fancy Series“

limited to 250 pieces – world-wide
▼

209 37-7

Artist Bear designed by “Kristina Dietzel“
”Rolly Molly“
limitied to 100 pieces – world-wide

MOHAIR

▲

202 20-0

Sweet Valentine Bear
nominated for the TOBY™ Award 2005

“Industry’s Choice Winner“
nominated for the Golden Teddy Award 2005

limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

MOHAIR

▲

Little White Cat
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

224 64-6

MOHAIR 224 95-0

Pink Marshmallow Bear
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

▲
▲
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HERMANN

HERMANN
Christmas
Ornaments
2005
limitiert auf
500 Stück
je Modell
weltweit

▼

▼

Glorious Drummer Boy
Tree Topper 2005

Vierter in der Reihe
„HERMANN Glorious Tree Topper“

limitiert auf 100 Stück
weltweit

▼

220 70-9

MOHAIR

222 40-6

MOHAIR MOHAIR MOHAIR MOHAIR

222 35-2 222 36-9 222 37-6222 39-0

MOHAIR
222 34-5

123 74-1

119 60-7

222 00-0

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

222
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220 83-9

194 58-1

Christmas Tree Thieb
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

194 65-9

Miniature Standing Bear Santa
Fourth in the series of
“Classic HERMANN Miniature Standing Animals“
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

▼

Mrs. Santa with knitting things
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

Classic HERMANN Miniature Animals
1-time jointed with movable head
Cat – limited to 500 pieces world-wide

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

203 22-1

MOHAIR

▲

Bavarian Snowman
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

Merry Christmas

Historical HERMANN Miniature Animals
not jointed

Little Roe Kid – not limited

220 61-7

▲

▲

220 07-5

▲
▲
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HERMANN
MOHAIR

220 82-2

220 55-6

Big Polar Bear „Rocky”
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

132 73-6

Miniature Standing Panda
Third in the series of

“Classic HERMANN Miniature Standing Animals“
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

▼

Uncle Ben
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

MOHAIR

MOHAIR

201 05-0

MOHAIR

▲

Big Red Panda
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

220 44-0

▲

▲

220 43-3

▲
▲

Classic Miniature Black Bear
not jointed

limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

203 21-4

„Willy“ – Little White Miniature Bear
limited to 100 pieces – world-wide

„Wolly“ – Big White Miniature Bear
limited to 100 pieces – world-wide

▲
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▲

Treasures

W
INNER 2004 / 2005

W
IN

NER 2004 / 2
005

224 66-0

2005
Golden Teddy Award

Nominees

Snow Drop
Caramel Cream Bear

Sweet Valentine
The Penydarran Bear

▲

MOHAIR

202 73-6

MOHAIR

224 65-3

MOHAIR

202 51-4

MOHAIR

202 20-0
MOHAIR

190 37-8

MOHAIR

146 50-4

MOHAIR

190 97-2

MOHAIR

▲

▲

2005
TOBY™ Award

Industry’s Choice Winners

Tut-anch-Amun
Peanut Butter Bear

Sweet Valentine
Johann Hermann Bear

Napoleon

▲

▲

▲

HERMANN Dream Team 2005
five TOBY™ Award Industry’s Choice Winners

four Golden Teddy Award Nominées
nine TED worldwide Award Nominées
three TED worldwide Award Winner

for HERMANN-Coburg 2005

▲

▲
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HERMANN “Annual Animal 2005“
“The Anteater“
production limited to the year 2005
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HERMANN “Annual Bear 2005“
“Little Hermann“

with embroidered paws
with individual numbers

production limited to the year 2005

HERMANN “Annual Christmas Bear 2005“
production limited to the year 2005

HERMANN “Annual Christmas Individual Bear 2005“
with embroidered personal dedication
on the right paw of the Christmas Bear
production limited to the year 2005

Annual – Editions
2005

gegründet 1920

®

HERMANN-Spielwaren GmbH
D-96450 Coburg-Cortendorf

Germany
www.hermann.de

®

MOHAIR

160 01-2

MOHAIR

151 05-8

160 00-5

▲

▲

▲

North American Distributor
Order direct in Germany

HERMANN-Spielwaren GmbH
Im Grund 9-11 • D-96450 Coburg-Cortendorf / Germany
Phone 01149-9561-8590-0 • FAX 01149-9561-8590-30

eMail info@hermann.de • www.hermann.de

UK Distributor
TCM - Terry Cordy Marketing

70 Albert Road • Caversham • Reading RG4 7PF
England // United Kingdom

Phone 0118 948 2674 • FAX 0118 946 1718
eMail terry@tcm1.fsnet.co.uk

www.hermann.de/uk • www.hermannbears.co.uk

Australian Distributor
Korimco Toys

126 Woodlands Drive Braeside
VICTORIA  AUSTRALIA 3195

Phone +613 9587 8283 • Fax  +613 9587 9870
eMail info@korimco.com.au •  www.korimco.com.au

MOHAIR

160 05-0






